[10:58] Bill Cox: Call-in details

Teleconference supported by Lockheed Martin:
. +1 800 729 0918
. +1 610 354 1200
. Participant Code: 563500

Text Chat during meeting:
. http://webconf.soaphub.org/conf/room/Emix
[10:59] Bill Cox: This is a workshop meeting. Attendance does not count toward voting rights.

Topics will include

* Work items pending end of public review
--Better, more extensive examples
--Clean up schemas
--Redo model diagrams to match cleaned up schemas
--Coordination with WS-Calendar
--Ensure that "any" is not in potential WSDL payloads (EITC)

* Schedule for next steps
[11:01] Bill Cox: Anyone else on the call?
[11:02] Bill Cox: WORKSHOP MEETING
[11:09] Bill Cox: ACTION BILL upload EAP to EMIX also
[11:13] Bill Cox: ACTION BILL post [work items on examples] on emix list - need examples, post what you're doing. XML Spy is a good tool for that.
[11:14] Bill Cox: Ed: Fundamental first example - better T or B or extensive experience in doing it - an example where we populate the sequence. Constant power, or one of the products, show a complete XML artificat.
[11:15] Bill Cox: B: variations - inherit price, variable load/price/etc
[11:15] Bill Cox: Set of examples.
[11:15] Bill Cox: Ed: Get one or two done so others can make compatible ones.
[11:16] Bill Cox: B: Kml des of a calif county, etc.
[11:16] Bill Cox: minimal and "maximal" schedules.
[11:17] Bill Cox: T slides from G-I - minimal partition, etc, for serialization
[11:17] Bill Cox: Ed: use of cal for simple applications - day ahead, offer into ISO where intervals are standardized. Daily start/end, 15 minute intervals.
[11:18] Bill Cox: B: if alts, spell out. Concree.
[11:18] Bill Cox: ACTION ED sketch some examples in that area.[use of cal for simple applications - day ahead, offer into ISO where intervals are standardized. Daily start/end, 15 minute intervals.]
[11:18] Bill Cox: E: in broad to-dos. Warrants. A lot of interest are the environmental warrants, didn't delve into that. Need details. BIG TASK.
[11:19] Bill Cox: E: Think ahead to a spearate
[11:20] Bill Cox: E: PAP
[11:20] Bill Cox: ACTION Technical Committee - consider information model for warrants, esp environmental.
[11:21] Bill Cox: A: Env warrant area - so much going on already of its own. Probably people haven't throught about a PAP or what we're doing. Some is getting pretty well matured.
[11:22] Bill Cox: A: Env warrants for several years. More work - interfacing or creating a bridge between existing and the work we're doing to be able to pull it in if someone wants to. Not creating but pulling in
[11:22] Bill Cox: E: Agree. A couple of different trends - ? create "certificates" that take the set of attrs, greenness or carbon.
[11:23] Bill Cox: E: When run a generator, buy or sell. Certs have a number - like minting money, get traded. When delivered/consumed, supposed to be retired.
[11:23] Bill Cox: E: Automated power exchange - my former company - bought by NYSE. Almost a monopoly for the country. Europe, Asia starting up.
[11:24] Bill Cox: E: Other approach is to convey without certs what you put into the env, pass up and down the chain. Buy/sell decisions based on that.
[11:25] Bill Cox: ACTION BILL find the model on actual outputs [ASHRAE contrib?] and contribute to EMIX
[11:25] Bill Cox: B: defs for what the anyURI points to?
[11:26] Bill Cox: E: A lot out there to interface with. Also items for transactions - using the same EMIX/EI system. When you make a decision to buy, want to know with the warrant if you've purchased a green cert with it - stripped or included.
[11:27] Bill Cox: A: characteristic of the product. Not nec more weight than others. (Characteristic versus definition? TERMINOLOGY)
[11:27] Bill Cox: A: let the people conducting the exchange to specify what model or std using to define their warrants. Could differ. Could be national, could be statewide. Use different ways to specify warrants and info.
[11:28] Bill Cox: A: couldn't possibly specify the info, a place for people to put that - a little contianer.
[11:28] Bill Cox: A: Going to what E said, whether contained in the price already - is that usually already contained so we don't have to worry about price change based on that?
[11:28] Bill Cox: A: Are we inccluding because T said info needs to be taken along?
[11:29] Bill Cox: E: Two views. In the end, the only practical view - can't track where all the electrons came from and where captured and have liquid transaction market.
[11:29] Bill Cox: E: Toaster can't wait to decide how green the power is before toasting.
[11:30] Bill Cox: E: Use markets to monetize env attrs. Look at price and energy; warrants tell you all the things I care about are accounted for. The accounting based not on my preference, but a market that says a green cert is worth $5 or a carbon for $20 - in there.
[11:32] Bill Cox: B: Energy - or env market. Do we need to express as an emix product? Inside the envelope is what matters here - what goes on the face?
[11:32] Bill Cox: EXAMPLES NEEDED [for warrants to show how YOU can use EMIX for this]
[11:32] Bill Cox: E: Could be simple - Calif green cert, one per MWH any time in the year from a generator certified by CA as being "green"
[11:33] Bill Cox: E: Annual MWH - one per. Could transact in larger increments. Trading - lot size
[11:34] Bill Cox: ACTION ED - look into an example or two [certificates e.g. annual MWH 1 per cert].
[11:34] Bill Cox: E: Emix + EI handles this, define a new product.
[11:34] Bill Cox: NOTE CATALOG OF PRODUCT TYPES?
[11:34] Bill Cox: A: Emix and EI LET YOU handle it. Give an example.
[11:35] Bill Cox: B: URI - don't have to be "dereferenceable"
[11:36] Bill Cox: Originally URN and URL
[11:40] Bill Cox: ACTION BILL - type and send notes on URIs and names, and how to use with e.g. Calif certs.
[11:40] Bill Cox: A: ClimateActionReserve.org - certs.   Think that URI should point to std used to define the "greenness" of the energy that was being exchanged. And then some additional information that would be defined by the std.
[11:41] Bill Cox: B: analog - Power Quality with "measurementProtocol"
[11:41] Bill Cox: A: Can't go further - too many possibilities - give people the ability to clearly comm and decipher info about the green.
[11:42] Bill Cox: MAYBE need more refined def for Warrants - Issuing authority, certificate reference, measurement protocol
[11:43] Bill Cox: A: perfect term - program, project, protocols under "verification" - takes you to a whole list of protocols for carbon measurement.
[11:43] Bill Cox: E: Another critical thing is verification...didd the farmer cover his field... how long.. whatever
[11:43] Bill Cox: A: can go further - that group's resp to verify.
[11:44] Bill Cox: OASIS BLUE - auditable info - sets the level.
[11:45] Bill Cox: A: info structure - may be one - like a code list. (like 10 items for a code list)
[11:46] Bill Cox: ACTION ANNE - look at defs of certs - [and implications for[ info model.
[11:47] Bill Cox: NOTE should we extend/clarify/particularize the def of warrant.
[11:47] Bill Cox: ACTION BILL post the workshop notes
[11:48] Bill Cox: E: One more issue to think about. Concept in EI and EMIX called Market Context. Pretty vaguley defined. My question - could use that for other things.
[11:48] Bill Cox: E: E.g. in the US, most transactions are done in kw/mw, dollars - whole set of things we carry around in each message. If you know the market context wouldn't have to carry around.
[11:49] Bill Cox: Picture with Market Context - in EMIX document?!
[11:53] Bill Cox: (to EMIX doc - Bill)
[11:53] Bill Cox: ACTION Bill add explanation on market context as babbled in meeting.
[11:58] Bill Cox: (bill rant on market context here)
[11:58] Bill Cox: Discussion on using the workshop meetings. A don't usually post - informality is a benefit.
[12:00] Bill Cox: ACTION ANNE send note to EMIX and EI list - on formal meeting the week before Christmas. Suggest next formal meeting first week of January.
[12:01] Bill Cox: Adjourned.

